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Pillar IV
Attack the Drug Epidemic
WE ARE HAVING A BABY
4 Pillars

- Cooperative Comprehensive Care Coordination
- ECHO
- Technology/SDOH
- Coverage

*5\textsuperscript{th} pillar APM
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Cooperative Comprehensive Care Coordination

- Biweekly Meetings
- Problem Solving
- Best Practices
- Strategies
- Progress
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• Moms
• Babies
• Us
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ECHO

- June 25\textsuperscript{th} - SUD provider track
- July/Aug - NAS track
- 2021 - Care coordinator track
Technology

- SDOH referrals
- ADT Alerts
- Data Collection
- BI
Data

• CMS data elements
  – HRSNS
  – PAM
  – Tobacco screening
  – Depression screening
  – ACE scores
• MOMII data dashboards
• 1115 Independent evaluation
Coverage
1115 stand-alone Wavier

• 12 months of coverage for enrollees
• July 30th - MAC presentation
• Public notice #1 - August 19th; 1p - 2:30p
• Public notice #2 - August 21st; 10a - 11:30
• Independent evaluation
Elizabeth Wahl
Funding

- Implementation (Yrs. 1-5)
- Transition (Yr. 2)
- Milestones (Yrs. 3-5)
Choreography

- OB Navigator
- SUD grant
- ISDH
- DMHA
- MCE
- IU Grand Challenges
Committee oversight

Steering (bimonthly)
- FSSA
- Gov
- ISDH
- DCS
- MCEs
- ECHO

Workgroup (biweekly)
- Project Director
- Project Manager
- Project Support
- Agency Rep
- Data Support
- MCE Project lead

*4C group
Thanks for Caring
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